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About This Game

Drumpf: Rise Up, Libertonia! is an erotic 2D RPG set in the fictional land of Amerika.

In Drumpf: Rise Up, Libertonia!, you take the mantle of Drumpf; once God-Emperor of the super-continent of Amerika, yet
now downtrodden and deposed by his former compatriots. Once revered as a bastion of freedom and democracy, the super-
continent of Amerika has been corrupted by the Usurpers; dictators who helped overthrow the rightful rulers of the world.

Features

 Your party consists of 4 characters, each with their own unique skills and class.

 Turn-based JRPG combat system.

 Escape from a dangerous prison with the help of The Betrayed Senator, Gurney-san Wasabi!

 Join forces with Maelys Le Plume to rid Déchu of the terrorists plaguing its once-beautiful shores.

 Aid Meow Tse-Tung in liberating Suborno of the Bad Hombres that have damaged the Great Wall of Libertonia!

 A bunch of dungeons and puzzles to explore!

 Over 40 enemies!
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 21 Unique bromides to collect!

 Over 40 piece of armor and weapons.

 Over 20 minutes of original music.
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hi all

i dont reccmend bying this game as it has a game breaking bug. as reported in some of the forum posts. What a charming game!
I usually don't like puzzle games, but I decided to give this one a try. I'm glad I did.

You're tasked with putting all the pieces on the board, but there are rules for each piece. Girls like to be next to robots, boys like
to be next to girls, etc. You want everybody to be happy! As the game progresses, more pieces are introduced with interesting
rules.

The difficulty seemed just right to me. Some puzzles are tough, but it's always fair. You get unlimited "undo", so you can
experiment with placing pieces. The game really makes you think, but overall it's a relaxing experience.. Cheap, fun game.
Doesn't last very long until it gets boring, but that's expected when you pay less than a dollar for it. Same review applies to
Diamo XL (my favorite from this dev), Righty Tighty XL & Bing Bong XL.. This is my first review ever.
Just bought this game yesterday for $14.00...still can't believe this game only costs $14.00.
If you enjoy Onward and Pavlov like me then please pick this game up. After only two hours of game time I can tell you that
this will be my go to VR first person shooter.
I've read a few of the other reviewers comments about not being able to find a game, but that is not what I experienced. I was
able to jump right into a game anytime I wished.
Also, hit detection is spot on, just as good as onward or Pavlov so not sure what those comments were about either.
. It's a great dlc! The horn is one of my favorites in the game and it actually comes with two horns. One for regular use and one
for inside Grand Central Terminal. The suppressed horn or whatever it's called is located at the bottom of the cabview like a
foot pedal or press C on the keyboard. The scenarios are great. The engine looks and performs well. $20.00 is very expensive so
as always wait for a sale to buy it. You will not regret having this for the NY-NH route.. Update: Ship got nerfed, Pirate Rig
Refit got nerfed. Still a great rageboarder and still be easy to get away from everything with this little p2w boat and its up to 400
crew.

I still feel bad to buy this crappy P2W ship as you need more DLC ships as your enemy in RvR to win.
The ship is clearly P2W, with one upgrade ([Elite] Pirate Rig Refit) that only gives benefits on it, while it has drawbacks on any
other ship. Makes your ship reach the speedcap on most angles to the wind, doesn't matter how you built it otherwise.

Other point is it has too much crew compared to all other shallow water ships (250 base). Stacking on crew makes it an OP
rageboarder with up to 380 crew. That devs gave that ship in a hotfix the ability to actually rageboard anything without any
preparation needed is just the cherry on top.

Other thing you will notice is how crappy the game physics are when you play this bad boy, accelerating from -10kn to 15kn in
seconds. Broken visuals - sails get pushed in the wrong direction as your ship sails. And broken hitboxes for masts and sails.

Don't support P2W. Don't buy.
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Really unique and neat! Got some Lovecraft vibes from this. I don't mean to say it's a "scary" game, but I got this feeling of
slight dread imagening getting lost in a reality so beyond your understanding like this one. "It's hard to tell the difference between
the mountains and the sea." is a line that stuck with me. Slight spoiler for what happens to the characters you follow: Doomed to
wander with no solid grasp of time or space, seemingly getting more lost the more you try and find some sort of footing.
*shiver* :)

For what it's worth I had a great time with it, but I can imagine it not working for some. If it looks cool though, certainly give it
a go!. I was fortunate enough to be a part of the beta testing in this game and it is a blast! Played it for the first time since
release last night with a friend and we had so much fun. It's definitely stressful with how much is going on as well as the fast
pace of the game, but it adds up to a lot of fun. This is recommended for anyone looking for a good time with some friends as
well as ruin friendships. Also the single player that has been implemented so far is alright with the bots, but the bots could use
some work as the continues to be updated.. really good gameplay love the series. LAGS AND BUGS. This game is and always
has been fantastic. Definitely play it if you haven't. It is a timeless classic. However, DotEMU, the company that has done the
Steam version has made some misteps - the menus, hud, and inventory are not as good as they used to be. There were also a lot
of little glitches throughout the game that were not present for me before, but nothing game killing I was also disappointed to
see that the closing credits have been axed. (those who played the original release know what I'm talking about.)

The game itself though gets a 9.5/10. Love this to pieces, it really satisfies. If you grew up with R-Type and attacking mutant
camels, you should be able to appreciate this one!
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